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Design
The BCP Series
The BCP package plant gives you a distinct advantage.
They’ve evolved over 40+ years into a design that will
outlast everything else.

Ideas come and go but long lasting quality endures.
Therefore since the beginning, BESCO has focused on
constant improvement. Not only because we want a
great reputation for quality, but because we also provide operation services.
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Pre-cast Concrete Tanks
Equipment
The BCP series starts with quality
materials and ends with the best
possible reliability.
Choosing what’s best is ultimately
up to you of course, but we try
our best to inform you about each
piece of equipment on the
system. Sharing information
during the design phase is critical
in making your plant the best it
can be.
Building with “cheaper” equipment might look good on paper in the short term, but not when
it breaks down prematurely. Why buy it multiple times when you could just buy it once?
A BESCO plant is a time tested, highly reliable system that won’t let you down
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Designed for life

Installation

When the time comes to
assemble your plant and
make it all work perfectly,
look no further than
BESCO. Whether you’re a
private owner or an
experienced contractor,
give us the opportunity
and we’ll prove our value.
Each of our installation
crew members are
specialists at wastewater
plant construction and
have been doing it every
day for well over 20 years.

Getting things right takes experience
Save Time and Money

You may be familiar
with the BESCO label
on municipal pump
stations, control panels
& package plants, but
did you know we’re the
only company of our
kind to have a full time
installation crew?

will help you make money
Experience & dedication is doing it right when others won’t
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www.besco.co

Plant Service
Meet water quality standards
and avoid costly hassles
Weekly, monthly & semi-monthly service
24 hour emergency service
Repair services
Equipment maintenance
 Ƥ
Laboratory
Rehabilitation consulting
Replacement parts

Why settle for less?
If you could have more service...

Beyond standard Service
We lubricate all items in accordance with manufacturer’s
recommendations (oil included)
Advise and supervise on sludge
removal
Ƥ tain UV systems
   Ƥ
Optimize air system operation
Ƥ
Replace small parts
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Choosing a BESCO plant will provide a long system life while the years add up
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